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THE EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN FEYNMAN TRANSFORM AND
VERDIER DUALITY
HAO YU
Abstract. The equivalence between dg duality and Verdier duality has been
established for cyclic operads earlier. We propose a generalization of this corre-
spondence from cyclic operads and dg duality to twisted modular operads and
Feynman transform. Specifically, for each twisted modular operad P (taking
values in a dg-vector space over a field k) there is a certain sheaf F associated
with it on the moduli space of stable metric graphs such that the Verdier dual
sheaf DF is associated with the Feynman transform FP of P. In the course of
the proof, we also prove a relation between cyclic operads and modular operads
originally proposed in the pioneering work of Ginzburg and Kapranov, how-
ever, to the best knowledge of the author, no proof was given in any literature.
This geometric interpretation in operad theory is of fundamental importance,
and we believe this result will illuminate many aspects of the theory of modular
operads and find many applications in the future. We illustrate an application
of this result, by giving another proof of the homotopy properties of Feynman
transform, which is quite intuitive and simpler than the original proof.
1. Introduction
1.1. The equivalence between cyclic operads and its dg duality and Verdier dual-
ity for certain sheaves on the moduli space of stable graphs (of genus 0) has been
proposed in [LV]. A first result in this direction appeared earlier in the pioneering
work of Ginzburg and Kapranov([GinK]), in which the authors showed that Koszul
duality for operads has a geometric interpretation in terms of Verdier duality for
sheaves on buildings, i.e, the space of metric trees. Specifically, it asserts that for
any cyclic operad P there is a certain sheaf F associated with it on the moduli
space of stable graphs such that the Verdier dual DF of F is associated with the
dg dual DP of this operad. This result was motivated by the relationships of graph
homology introduced by Kontsevich ([K]) for different kinds of Koszul dual oper-
ads, and it gives an important conceptual explanation of the appearance of graph
cohomology of both the commutative and Lie types in computations of the coho-
mology of the outer automorphism group of a free group (see [CV], [P] and [LV] for
more details). As pointed out by the referee of [LV], a similar result is supposed
to hold for twisted modular operads and Feymann transform, which is a higher
genus generalization of cyclic operads and dg duality. In this paper, we show that
this is indeed taking place. More precisely, we show that a general correspondence
holds for twisted modular operads with its Feynman transform and Verdier dual-
ity on the moduli space of metrised stable graphs; in particular the result in [LV]
can be considered as a special case of ours. Although it is expected, to the best
knowledge of the author, this is the first time this equivalence is clearly stated and
rigorously proved. Dualities in other related structures, such as Koszul duality for
PROPs([V]),etc, has been proposed as well, it is thus also useful to study if similar
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correspondence holds in these theories. This geometric explanation in operad the-
ory is of fundamental importance as it will illuminate many aspects of the theory of
operads, which was already suggested to us by the referee of [LV]. Casting algebraic
structure into geometric language has been shown to be powerful. As an application
of this claim, we present a simple and intuitive proof of property that the Feynman
transform is a homotopy functor and has a homotopy inverse. This serves as an
example of the usefulness of our equivalence theorem in modular operads theory.
More examples and applications will come in the future. Furthermore, recently,
a theory of Feynman category ([KW, KW2]) has been proposed by R.Kaufmann,
B.Ward et al. as a foundational, categorial formulation unifying the theory of op-
erads and all their cousins including PROPs, modular operads, hyperoperads,.etc,
as well as algebras over operads and other related structures. It is thus interesting
to investigate if our equivalence theorem presented in this paper can be generalized
and merged into their framework, and this will be left to the future work.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, for self-completeness, we discuss
preliminary results relevant to twisted modular operads, Feynman transform, com-
binatorial formulation of Verdier duality and etc. In section 3, we prove the main
theorem, the equivalence between the Feynman transform and Verdier duality. The
cyclic operad version of this equivalence is shown to follow from our result. Finally,
a simple proof on the homotopy property of Feynman transform is discussed.
Notation. Throughout this paper, k will denote a field of characteristic 0. A dg-
vector space or chain complex over k is · · · → Vi+1 → Vi → Vi−1 → . . . where
each Vi is a vector space over k and with a linear operator d : Vi → Vi−1 such
that d2 = 0 and is called the differential. And a cochain comples is, similarly,
· · · → V i−1 → V i → V i+1 → . . . where each V i is a vector space over k and with
differential d : V i → V i+1 such that d2 = 0
The contravariant linear dual functor V → V ∗ taking the category of chain
complexes to the category of chain complexes is defined as follows:
V ∗i = (V−i)
∗(1.1.1)
with the differential d∗ : V ∗i → V
∗
i−1 defined according to the equality d
∗(v∗)(w) =
v∗(dw) for v∗ ∈ (V−i)∗ and w ∈ V−i+1 A different contravariant dual functior V →
V ∨ taking the category of chain complexes to the category of cochain complexes is
defined as follows:
(V ∨)i = V ∗i(1.1.2)
with the differential d∨ : (V ∨)i → (V ∨)i+1 defined according to the equality
d∨(v∗)(w) = v∗(dw) for v∗ ∈ V ∗i and w ∈ Vi+1. Clearly, V
∗∨ ∼= V ∨∗ and
(V ∨∗)i ∼= V−i.
Given a chain complex V , its shift V [n] is a chain complex with V [n]i = Vi+n
in the category of chain complexes and (V [n])i = V i+n in the category of cochain
complexes. Note that (V [1])∗ ∼= V ∗[−1] and (V [1])∨ ∼= V ∨[1]. The suspension ΣV
of V is a complex with ΣVi = Vi−1 or ΣV
i = V i−1 in the category of chain complex
or cochain complex, respectively.
An ungraded vector space V could be assumed to lie in degree 0, and it will be
clear from the context whether this (trivial) grading is considered homological or
cohomological. If dim V = n we will call the one-dimensional graded vector space
Det(V ) = Sn(V [−1]) = Λn(V )[−n], concentrated in dimension n, the determinant
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of V . Note that Det(V )∗[−2n] ∼= Det(V ∗). If I is a finite set of cardinality |I|,
we denote Det(I) = Det(k|I|). We use the negative power of a one-dimensional
graded vector space to denote the positive power of corresponding *-dual, so that
Det−p(V ) = ((DetV )∗)⊗p.
For a finite collection {Vα|α ∈ I} of finite-dimensional vector spaces, we have a
natural identification
(1.1.3)
⊗
α∈I
Vα[−1] ∼= Det(I)⊗
⊗
α∈I
Vα
For a simplex τ , we denote Det(τ) as/to be the determinant of the set of vertices
of τ . When the ground filed k = R, a choice of a nonzero element in Det(σ) up to
a positive real factor is equivalent to providing σ with an orientation in the usual
sense.
Finally, throughout the rest of this paper, all the operads take values in a dg-
vector space over a field k of characteristic 0, unless otherwise specified.
2. Preliminary results
We present preliminary results relevant to modular operad, Feynman transform,
Verdier duality and other notions. The experts are perhaps free to skip over the first
few subsections. We will omit proofs for majority of propositions discussed in this
section and the interested readers are strongly advised to consult the papers, for
example [B],[LV],[GetK1],[GetK2],[SNPR] and references therein for more details.
2.1. (Twisted) modular operad and Feynman transform.
2.1.1. The notion of stable curve is initially used in the theory of compactification
of the moduli space of algebraic curves. A stable graph is a graph used to label
various strata of this compactified moduli space of algebraic curves (the Deligne-
Mumford moduli space), which explains the term ”stable”. The connection between
modular operads and stable graphs lies in the fact that this moduli space is the
motivational example of the concept of modular operads (see [GetK2]), thereby
stable graphs is a fundamental concept in the theory of modular operads. The
main theorem of this paper will be working on sheaves on the space of (metrised)
stable graphs.
Definition 2.1.1. (Stable graph) A graph G is specified by a set of vertices V (G),
a set of half edges H(G), an involution σ and a partition λ (By a partition of
a set, we mean a disjoint decomposition into several unordered, possibly empty,
subsets, called blocks). We say that two half edges a, b ∈ H meet if and only if they
are equivalent under the partition λ. The edges of G are the pairs of half edges
forming the two-cycle of σ , and the set of them is denoted E(G). The legs of G
are the fixed-points of σ, and the set of them is denoted Leg(G) cf. for example,
[GetK2] for precise definition. The cardinality of the set of half edges adjacent to
a vertex v is denoted by n(v). A stable graph is a graph with a labeling on V (G),
g : V (G) → Z≥0, called the genus of vertex v, satisfying 2g(v) − 2 + n(v) > 0 for
each vertex v. The geometric realization of a graph is a CW complex. The genus
of the graph G is defined as g(G) =
∑
v∈V (G) g(v) +H
1(G), regarded graph as a
CW complex. We denote n(G) =
∑
v∈V (G) n(v). cf.[GinK]. The term stable graph
comes from the theory of Deligne-Mumford space, where they are used to label
various strata of the space.
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2.1.2.
Definition 2.1.2. (Morphism of graphs) Let G0 and G1 be two graphs. A mor-
phism f : G0 → G1 is an injection f∗ : H(G1)→ H(G0) such that
(1) σ0 ◦ f∗ = f∗ ◦ σ1, where σi, i = 0, 1 are the involutions of H(Gi)
(2) σ0 acts freely on the complement of the image of f
∗ in H(G0) (i.e. G1 is
obtained from G0 by contracting a subset of its edges);
(3) two half edges a and b in G1 meet if and only if there is a chain (x0, . . . xk)
of half edges in G0 such that f
∗a = x0, σ0xi−1 and xi meet for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
and f∗b = σ0xk
Remark 2.1.3. Generally speaking, the conditions (2) and (3) indicate that the
morphism of graphs is the contraction of a set of edges which satisfies the compat-
ibility condition (1).
2.1.3. Roughly speaking, the notion of operad is a convenient gadget to encode
the concept of operators (possibly of multivariable and multivalued), the symmetry
between its inputs and the compositions among them. If the inputs and outputs of
an abstract operator are exchangeable, we get a cyclic operad. One typical example
of cyclic operads constitutes of Riemann surface of genus 0 with marked points.
modular operad is a higher genus generalization of the notion of cyclic operad,
allowing Riemann surfaces with all genus and gluing along marked points among
them. We begin with the notion of S-module, a collection of chain complexes with
the action of each permutation group Sn.
2.1.4.
Definition 2.1.4. (S-module) A S-module is a collection of chain complexes over
k P(n) for n ≥ 0, together with an Sn action, where Sn is a permutation group on
{1, 2, . . . , n}. A morphism of S-modules f : E → F is a sequence of S-equivariant
morphisms f(l) : E(n)→ F (n). We denote the category of S-module by S −Mod.
Given a finite set I one can extend the definition of P to sets of finite set by:
(2.1.1) P(I) = (
⊕
bijection:I↔{1,2,...,n}
P(n))Sn
Definition 2.1.5. (Operad) A unital operad (an operad for short) is a S module
P together with a family of structure morphisms:
(2.1.2) γl;m1,...,ml : P (l)⊗ P (m1)⊗ · · · ⊗ P (ml)→ P (m1 + · · ·+ml)
and unit:
(2.1.3) η : 1→ P (1)
satisfying the axioms of equivariance, associativity and unit. Amorphism of operads
is a morphism of S module compatible with structure morphisms.
2.1.5. For all l ∈ N , recall that the group S+n := Aut{0, 1, ..., l} contains Sn
as a subgroup, and it is generated by Sn and the cyclic permutation of order
l+ 1, τl : (0, 1, . . . , l)→ (1, 2, . . . , l, 0).
Definition 2.1.6. (Cyclic S module) A cyclic S-module is a collection of chain
complexes over k P(n) for n ≥ 0, together with an S+n action, where S
+
n is a
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permutation group on {0, 1, 2, . . . , n}. We denote the category of cyclic S module
by S+ −Mod. Forgetting the cyclic permutation we have a functor
(2.1.4) ρ : S+ −Mod→ S −Mod
Definition 2.1.7. (Cyclic operad) A cyclic operad is a cyclic S module P whose
underlying S module ρP module has a structure of operad compatible with the
action of S+n .
2.1.6. To define the notion of modular operad, one needs a notion of stable S
module, which differs from (cyclic) S module in that it has one more parameter
g graphically representing the genus of surfaces. A cyclic S module P such that
P(n) = 0 for n ≤ 2 can be regarded as a stable S module P˜ with P˜(0, n) =
P(n), P˜(g, n) = 0 for g ≥ 1. This point will be used in the later part of the paper.
Definition 2.1.8. (Stable S-module) A stable S-module is a collection of chain
complexes over k P(g, n) for g, n ≥ 0, such that P(g, n) = 0 for 2g − n + 2 ≤ 0,
together with an Sn action, where Sn is a permutation group on {1, 2, . . . , n}.
A morphism of S-modules f : E → F is a sequence of S-equivariant morphisms
f(l) : E(g, n)→ F (g, n). We denote the category of stable S module by sS−Mod.
Given a finite set I one can extend the definition of P to sets of finite set by:
(2.1.5) P(g, I) = (
⊕
bijection:I↔{1,2,...,n}
P(g, n))Sn
For a stable graph G, we define
(2.1.6) P((G)) =
⊗
v∈V (G)
P(g(v), Leg(v))
Definition 2.1.9. (Modular operad) A modular operad is a stable S module P
together with, for each pair (G, b) where G is a stable graph with g(G) = g, n(G) =
n and b is a bijection between Leg(G) and {1, 2, . . . , n}, composition maps:
(2.1.7) µPG,b : P((G))→ P(g, n)
satisfying associativity with respect to the composition in the category of stable
graphs, cf and equivariancy with Sn action via relabelling the half-edges. In partic-
ular, a cyclic operad P such that P (n) = 0 for n ≤ 2 is a modular operad P with
P(g, n) = 0 for g ≥ 1.
Remark 2.1.10. This definition of modular operad is from Barannikov([B]), which
is equivalent to the definition in the original work of Ginzburg and Kapranov
([GinK]). We adopt this definition because it is more natural for the purpose
of the paper and will simplify the proofs.
Let I be a finite set, we can similarly as the operad extend the definition of
composition maps to stable graphs G with legs marked by I:
(2.1.8) µPG : P((G))→ P(g, I)
Due to Sn equivariance, the composition maps do not depend on the choice of
bijection of I with {1, 2, . . . , n}.
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2.1.7. The notion of twisted modular operads was introduced in [GinK] which
allows more flexibility to compose different operations.
Definition 2.1.11. (Cocycle) A cocycle is a functor ρ from the category Iso(g, n),
g, n ≥ 0, of the equivalence class of stable graphs to the Picard tensor symmetric
category of invertible graded one dimensional vector spaces, such that:
(1) To each morphism f : G1 → G2 is associated an isomorphism:
(2.1.9) φG1→G2 : ρ(G2)⊗
⊗
v∈V (G2)
ρ(f−1(v))→ ρ(G1)
(2) For graph ∗g,n ∈ A(g, n) with no edges, ρ(∗g,n) = 1.
For a cocycle ρ, ρ−1 is also a cocycle, and if ρ1, ρ2 are cocycles, ρ1 ⊗ ρ2 is a
cocycle. A typical example of a cocycle is ρ(G) = Det(E(G)), it is called dualizing
cocycle and is denoted by R. If ρ is a cocycle, the dual of ρ is defined as the cocycle
R⊗ ρ−1, and is denoted by ρ∨. Another example of cocycle is
(2.1.10) ρ(G) = Det(H(G))Det−1(Leg(G))
Definition 2.1.12. (Twisted modular operad) A ρ twisted modular operad, or a
modular ρ-operad, is a stable S module together with, for each stable graph G,
composition maps:
(2.1.11) µPG : ρ(G)⊗ P((G))→ P(g, n)
satisfying the associativity and equivariance condition parallel to modular operads.
Given a morphism f : G1 → G2, we define the structure maps µPG1→G2 : ρ(G1)⊗
P((G1))→ ρ(G2)⊗ P((G2)) as follows:
(2.1.12) µPG1→G2 := φ¯G1→G2
⊗
⊗v∈V (G2)µ
P
f−1(v)
where φ¯G1→G1 : ρ(G1) ⊗v∈V (G2) ρ(f
−1(v))−1 → ρ(G2) is an isomorphism induced
by the isomorphism φG1→G2 .
Remark 2.1.13. Basically, the definition says that the structure maps are com-
positions of twisted modular operads along the edges being contracted whose end
points corresponding to those modular operads. If a morphism is written as a se-
quence of single edge contractions, then the structure map is independent of the
order the compositions are performed, i.e., the order of edges being contracted.
2.1.8. All the ingredients are ready now for the definition of Feynman transform
from ρ-operads to ρ∨-operads.
Definition 2.1.14. (Freely generated modular ρ-operad) Given a stable S-module
P , the modular ρ-operad MρP freely generated by P is defined as follows:
(2.1.13) MρP(g, n) =
⊕
G∈Γ(g,n)
(ρ(G)⊗ P((G)))Aut(G)
where Γ(g, n) is the isomorphism class of pairs (G, b) where G is a stable graph
with g(G) = g, n(G) = n and b is a bijection from Leg(G) to {1, 2, . . . , n}.
The composition maps µ
MρP
G of MρP(g, n) are the canonical embeddings.
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One can extend the definition to modular operads with inputs labeled by any
finite set I, by using covariant trick.
(2.1.14) MρP(g, I) =
⊕
G∈Γ(g,n,I)
(ρ(G)⊗ P((G)))Aut(G)
where Γ(g, n, I) is the isomorphism class of G where G is a stable graph with
g(G) = g, n(G) = n and legs marked by I.
2.1.9.
Definition 2.1.15. (Feynman transform) A Feynman transform of a modular ρ-
operad P is a modular ρ∨-operad FρP , defined in the following way. As a stable
S-module, forgetting the differential, FρP equals Mρ∨P , the underlying stable S-
module of the modular ρ∨-operad freely generated by stable S-module {P(g, n)∗}
according to (2.1.13). The differential on FρP is the sum dF = ∂∗P+∂µ of differential
∂∗P dual to the differential ∂P of P and of differential ∂µ, whose value on the term
(ρ∨(G)⊗P((G))∗)Aut(G) is the sum over all equivalence classes of stable graphs G˜
such that G˜/e ∼= G of the map dual to the structure map µP
G˜→G
tensored with an
orientation map:
(2.1.15) ǫ : Det(G˜)→ Det(G)
giving by tensoring with the natural basis element e of Det(e). Specifically,
(2.1.16) ∂µ|(ρ∨(G)⊗P((G))∗)Aut(G) =
∑
G˜/e∼=G
(µP
G˜→G
)dual
⊗
ǫ
The following diagram illustrates a direct summand of ∂µ for a specific G˜:
Det(G˜)⊗ ρ(G˜)∗ ⊗ P(G˜)∗
ǫ⊗(µG˜→G)
∗
//

Det(G)⊗ ρ(G)∗ ⊗ P(G)∗

ρ∨(G˜)⊗ P(G˜)∗
∂µ|G˜
// ρ∨(G)⊗ P(G)∗
See [GetK2] for more details.
Assume now O is a cyclic operad. There is a duality theory for cyclic operads
as well which is discussed in [LV, GinK], and this duality has nice relations with
the duality(Feynman transform) for twisted modular operads. This is a crucial
ingredient towards proving that the result in [LV] can be derived from our result in
the next section.
2.1.10.
Definition 2.1.16. (cobar duality) A cobar dual operad of a (dg) cyclic operad
O is a (dg) cyclic operad DO defined as follows. As a cyclic S-module, forgetting
the differential the DO is freely generated by (O(T ))∗ where T is a stable tree, i.e.
a stable graph of genus 0 The differential of DO is exactly the same as (2.1.16)
except that G,G˜ is replaced by stable tree T ,T˜ .
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Definition 2.1.17. (dg duality) A dg dual operad of a (dg) cyclic operad O is
a (dg) cyclic operad DO defined as follows. As a cyclic S-module, forgetting the
differential the DO is freely generated by (sO[−1](T ))∗ where T is a stable tree,
i.e. a stable graph of genus 0, and sO is cyclic-operad suspension([GetK1]) defined
by:
(2.1.17) sO(n) := Det−1(kn+1)[−2]⊗O(n)
The differential ofDO is exactly the same as (2.1.16) except that theG,G˜ is replaced
by stable tree T ,T˜
Remark 2.1.18. In general, the suspension s for a modular operad P is defined
as sP(g, n) := Σ−2(g−1) ⊗Det−1(kn)⊗ P(g, n).
Remark 2.1.19. Note that the Feynman transform and dg dual are different in
that a suspension operator is applied on the cyclic operad O but not on the modular
operad P , which directly results in an additional orientation factor in the formula-
tion of equivalence for cyclic operad([LV]). On the other hand, as we will see in the
next section, in modular operad context no additional orientation factor appears.
We will be back to this point in the proof of our theorem in the next section.
2.2. Combinatorial formulation of Verdier duality. Another side of the pic-
ture of this equivalence is Verdier duality. The most important observation lies in
that, on a certain space, Verdier duality has a combinatoric reformulation. This
formulation was presented in a slightly different context of space stratified into cells
in [KS], which continues to hold in our setting of simplicial complex ([LV]).
2.2.1. Let us recall that, on a finite dimensional locally compact space X , the
dualizing complex Ω is defined by Ω := p!(k) via p : X → • (point). Verdier duality
is a contravariant functor from the bounded derived category of sheaves on a finite
dimensional locally compact space X to itself, D : Db(X)→ Db(X), defined by
(2.2.1) D(F) = RHom(F ,Ω)
having the following properties:
• There is a natural transformation D2(F) → id. This is an isomorphism
D2(F) ∼= F in the bounded constructible derived category of sheaves, i.e.,
the bounded derived category of constructible sheaves.
• D(Rf∗(F)) ∼= Rf!D(F) where f is a continuous map from X to Y and
f∗, f! are push forward and direct image with compact support functor,
respectively.
2.2.2.
Definition 2.2.1. (Constructible sheaf) Let X be a finite simplicial complex. A
sheaf of dg-vector spaces over a ground field k on X is called constructible if its
restriction to each face is a constant sheaf.
Remark 2.2.2. Ginzburg and Kapranov use the term “combinatorial sheaf”. We
follow the more conventional terminology adopted in, e.g. [KS].
Consider the category whose objects are faces of X and morphisms are inclusions
of faces. It is known that a coefficient system on X is a covariant functor from this
category to the category of dg-vector spaces.
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The open star of a face σ consists of the union of interior of faces containing
σ. The constructible sheaf is shown in [LV] that is determined by its restriction
to open stars of faces of X . Since the category of faces of X is opposite to the
category of open star, we get a one to one correspondence between constructible
sheaves and coefficient systems.
It is easy to see that for a constructible sheaf F , its Verdier dual sheaf DF will
have constructible cohomology, therefore, by theorem 8.1.10 of [KS], DF can be
represented by a complex of constructible sheaves.
We now have the following characterization of Verdier duality on the simplicial
complex X ([LV]).
Theorem 2.2.3. Let F be a constructible sheaf, considered as an object of the
derived category of sheaves on X , and DF its Verdier duality. Let {Fσ}, {DFσ} be
the corresponding coefficient systems. Then DF is represented by the constructible
complex σ → Fσ, where DFσ is the following cochain complex:
(2.2.2)
⊕
τ⊃σ
(Fτ ⊗Det(τ)[1])
∗
whose differential is dual to
(2.2.3) Fσ ⊗Det(σ)[1]→
∑
τ⊃σ
dimτ=dimσ+1
Fτ ⊗Det(τ)[1]
where the last map is induced by inclusions σ →֒ τ .
Remark 2.2.4. Note the similarity between (2.2.3) and (2.1.16), suggesting that
there might be a correspondence between Feynman transform and Verdier duality.
Remark 2.2.5. the grading ofDet(V ) in [LV] is different from that in [GinK],[B],where
in [LV] it is concentrated in degree dim(V ) while in [GinK] and [B] it is concen-
trated in degree −dim(V ). If the convention of [GinK] is used, theorem (2.2.3) has
to be modified with Det(τ) replaced by Det(τ)[−2n+ 1],where n = dim(τ) + 1.
Theorem 2.2.6. Let F be a constructible sheaf, considered as an object of the
derived category of sheaves on X ,and DF is its Verdier duality, {Fσ}, {DFσ} are
corresponding coefficient system. Then DF is represented by the constructible
complex σ → Fσ, where DFσ is the following cochain complex.
(2.2.4)
⊕
τ⊃σ
(Fτ ⊗Det(τ)[−2n+ 1])
∗
where n = |V (τ)| = dim(τ) + 1, and whose differential is dual to
(2.2.5) Fσ ⊗Det(σ)[−2n+ 1]→
∑
τ⊃σ
dimτ=dimσ+1
Fτ ⊗Det(τ)[−2n+ 1]
where the last map is induced by inclusions σ →֒ τ .
2.2.3. All the results above concerning simplicial complex can be generalized to
orbi-simplicial complex, as follows. We adopt the description of the theory of orbi-
simplex and Verdier duality in this case from [LV], the reader should consult that
paper for more details.
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Let X be a finite-dimensional simplicial complex, and G a group acting properly
discontinuously and simplicially on X , which means that for each x ∈ X the stabi-
lizerGx is a finite group and there is a neighborhood Ux of x such that gUx∩Ux = ∅,
and for each simplex σ ∈ X and g ∈ G the image g(σ) is another simplex of X and
g : σ → g(σ) is an affine map. Let Y be the orbit space Y = X/G. Y is glued
from orbi-simplices, i.e. the quotients of simplices by the action of finite groups,
and there is one n-dimensional orbi-simplex in Y for each orbit of the action of G
on the set of n simplexes of X .
Definition 2.2.7. A sheaf F on Y is called constructible if f−1F is a constructible
sheaf on X .
Using the theory of equivariant sheaf, one (cf.[LV]) can prove that there is a
similar correspondence between constructible sheaf on Y and coefficient system of
Y . The Verdier duality on an orbi-simplicial complex(using the degree convention
marked in Remark (2.2.5)) is parallel to the one in theorem 2.2.6.
Theorem 2.2.8. Let F be a constructible sheaf and DF its Verdier dual, and let
{Fσ}, {DFσ} be the corresponding coefficient systems. Then DF is represented by
the constructible complex σ → Fσ, where DFσ is the following cochain complex:
(2.2.6)
⊕
τ⊃σ
(Fτ ⊗Det(τ)[−2n+ 1])
∗
where n = dim(τ) + 1, and whose differential is dual to
(2.2.7) Fσ ⊗Det(σ)[−2n+ 1]→
∑
τ⊃σ
dimτ=dimσ+1
Fτ ⊗Det(τ)[−2n+ 1]
where the last map is induced by inclusions σ →֒ τ .
3. Correspondence between Feynman transform and Verdier duality
3.1. Theory of Correspondence.
3.1.1. Main theorem. We first introduce the moduli space of metrised stable graphs.
A metric graph is a graph together with a function l : E(G)→ R+; l(e) is called the
length of the edge e. We consider the stable metric graph with
∑
e∈E(G) l(e) = 1.
The moduli space of such graphs is shown in [LV] to be an orbi-simplicial complex,
where each simplex corresponds to an isomorphism class of a stable graph, and
collapsing the edges corresponds to passing to the faces of corresponding simplex.
The dimension of the simplex equals the cardinality of the edge set of the corre-
sponding graph minus one: dim(τ) = |E(Γρ)| − 1. We denote this moduli space by
M . Let Y¯n be the subset and also a sub-simplicial complex of M corresponding to
the stable graphs of genus n. M is the disjoint union of all Y¯n. Let us recall how
its orbi-simplicial complex structure is constructed in [LV, CA]. It is convenient to
introduce S-labeled stable graph, for a finite set S with cardinality not less than
6n− 6. Note that 6n − 6 is the maximum number of half-edges of a stable graph
of genus n. A S-labeled stable graph is a stable graph together with labellings of
each of its legs by a distinct element of S. The set of labeled metrised stable graphs
of genus n clearly forms a simplicial complex Xn with each labeled stable graph
contributing a simplex. The face maps corresponding to edge contractions. When
a loop is contracted, then the genus of the corresponding vertex increases by 1.
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Furthermore, Aut(S) of permutations of S acts on Xn via relabeling the legs of the
labeled metrised stable graphs. The resulting quotient, which is Y¯n, doesn’t depend
on the choice of the set S. It is an orbi-simplicial complex by construction. Let Yn
denote the subset (not a sub-simplicial complex) of Y¯n corresponding to metrised
stable graphs whose genus of each vertex is 0 (the genus of the stable graph may be
greater than 0 due to the existence of loops). Let i : Yn → Y¯n be the correspond-
ing inclusion. For a modular ρ-operad P , we define a constructible complex FP
associated with it on M as follows. Generally speaking, the complex of sheaf FP is
the complex over k generated by P∨, where the form of compositions and the final
configuration is labelled by the stable graph Γ. It is therefore a direct summand
of the ”dual” modular operad of P in degree g = g(G), n = n(G). Specifically, for
each orbi-simplex σ corresponding to graph Γ, we set FPσ to be the cochain complex
dual to the chain complex ρ(Γ)⊗ P((Γ)):
(3.1.1) FPσ = (ρ(Γ)⊗ P((Γ)))
∨
If τ ⊂ σ is a face inclusion, then the restriction map FPτ → F
P
σ is defined to be
the one dual to the structure map µPΓσ→Γτ , where Γτ ,Γσ are graphs corresponding
to simplexes τ, σ, respectively.
For each orbi-simplex σ we define another complex of sheaves E by Eσ = I[−1],
i.e. the scalar 1 concentrated in degree 1, whose effect is certainly to shift the
degree by 1. The reason that we rewrite this degree shift into a sheaf is for the
convenience of comparing it with the correspondence result for cyclic operads ([LV])
in the theorem (3.1.3) below.
Now we state the main theorem, the following correspondence between Feynman
transform and Verdier duality:
Theorem 3.1.1. Let P be a modular ρ-operad, then
(1) in the derived category of sheaves over k on Y¯n(and equivalently, on M),
(3.1.2) FFρP ⊗ E ∼= DFP
(2) For any FS in the derived category of constructible sheaves on Y¯n, there
is a unique, up to a cocycle factor, twisted modular operad P such that
FP ∼= FS.
Proof. We will evaluate (3.1.2) on an orbi-simplex σ and establish an isomorphism,
natural with respect to isomorphisms of the corresponding graph Γσ.
By definition,
FFρPσ = (ρ
∨(Γσ)
⊗
FρP((Γσ)))
∨(3.1.3)
= (ρ∨(Γσ)
⊗
⊗v∈V (Γσ)FρP(g(v), Leg(v)))
∨(3.1.4)
by (2.1.14), (3.1.4) becomes,
(3.1.5) (ρ∨(Γσ)
⊗
⊗v∈V (Γσ) ⊕G∈Γ(g(v),n(v),Leg(v)) ρ
∨(G) ⊗ P(g(v), Leg(v))∗)∨
As discussed in the last section, it is necessary to note that for cyclic operads
we have the suspension of an operad sO instead of pure O in the definition of the
complex of sheaves associated with F , which results in the appearance of an ad-
ditional orientation factor to be addressed carefully in [LV]. However, in modular
operads context the orientation factor is contained in (2.1.15) which ensures that
the calculation of orientation spaces is easier(the relation between these two cases
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will be discussed below).
Following [LV], we note that a graph Γσ with each vertex v decorated by a stable
graph G with g(G) = g(v), n(G) = n(v) and with Leg(G) the same as Leg(v) is
literally the same as a graph Γτ with a collection of subgraphs, such that contracting
each of these subgraphs returns Γσ, we call Γτ the vertex expansion of Γσ.
Let Γτ be a vertex expansion of Γσ, and f : Γτ → Γσ be the morphism corre-
sponding to contracting all the subgraphs.
then (3.1.5) becomes
(ρ∨(Γσ)
⊗
⊕vertex expansionΓτofΓσ ⊗v∈V (Γσ) ρ
∨(f−1(v)⊗ P((Γτ ))
∗)∨(3.1.6)
by (2.1.9) and note that Det(E(G))[2m] is a cocycle, where m = |E(G)|, (3.1.6)
becomes
=
⊕
vertex expansion Γτof Γσ
(ρ∨(Γτ )⊗ P((Γτ ))∗)∨
=
⊕
vertex expansion Γτof Γσ
(Det(E(Γτ ))[2m]⊗ ρ(Γτ )∗ ⊗ P((Γτ ))∗)∨
=
⊕
vertex expansion Γτof Γσ
Det(E(Γτ ))[2m]
∨ ⊗ (ρ(Γτ )⊗ P((Γτ )))∨∗
=
⊕
vertex expansion Γτof Γσ
Det(E(Γτ ))[2m]
∨ ⊗ (FPτ )
∗
where τ is an orbi-simplex corresponding to Γτ and m = |E(Γτ )|.
On the other hand, by theorem (2.2.8),
DFPσ =
⊕
τ⊃σ
(FPτ ⊗Det(τ)[1])
∗(3.1.7)
=
⊕
τ⊃σ
Det(τ)[1]∗ ⊗ (FPτ )
∗(3.1.8)
=
⊕
vertex expansion Γτof Γσ
Det−1(E(Γτ ))[−1]⊗ (F
P
τ )
∗(3.1.9)
the last equality owes to m = |V (τ)| = |E(Γτ )|.
Let us calculate (Det(E(Γτ ))[2m]
∨)−1 ∗Det−1(E(Γτ ))[−1]:
(Det(E(Γτ ))[2m]
∨)−1Det−1(E(Γτ ))[−1] = Det(E(Γτ )))
∨∗[−2m]Det−1(E(Γτ ))[−1]
= Det(E(Γτ ))[2m][−2m]Det
−1(E(Γτ ))[−1]
= I[−1]
So we conclude that (3.1.2) holds when evaluating on the orbi-simplex σ. And
by the definition (2.2.7) and (2.1.16), sheaf restriction maps and the differential in
Feynman dual operad coincide, (3.1.7) and (3.1.9) are thereby isomorphic in the
derived category of sheaves on Y¯n. Finally, a simple checking of the sheaf restriction
maps on both side of (3.1.2) being the same is straightforward.
Conversely, for any FS in the derived category of constructible sheaves with
values in a dg-vector space on Y¯n, there is a twisted modular-ρ operad P such
that FP ∼= FS. In fact, it is observed that FS|σ for every simplex σ and the
restriction morphisms FS|σ → FS|τ for every two simplices σ ⊂ τ exactly define
a modular operad that we seek (compared with the definition (2.1.9)). However,
it may not be that a twisted modular operad corresponding to FS is unique, even
up to quasi-isomorphic. This is because one can change the cocylce by tensoring
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an arbitrary another cocycle and then one tensor the inverse of that cocycle with
the twisted modular operad. In fact, the twisted modular operad corresponding to
FS is unique up to a cocycle factor. The reasoning is as follows: if P ,Q are two
twisted modular operad such that ρ(Γσ) ⊗ P(Γσ) ∼= τ(Γσ) ⊗ Q(Γσ) ∼= FS, then
Q(Γσ) ∼= (τ
−1(Γσ) ⊗ ρ(Γσ)) ⊗ P(Γσ), for any simplex σ of Y¯n, that is, they are
differed by the cocycle τ−1 ⊗ ρ. 
Remark 3.1.2. By a straightforward check one can see that F is indeed a functor
from the category of Modular-ρ operads with values in a dg-vector space over
a field with characteristic 0, denoted by dg-ModρOp, to the derived category of
constructible sheaves on each Y¯n or on M (after putting all Y¯n together), denoted
by DSh(Yn), and the following diagram commutes:
dg −ModρOp
Fρ
//
F

dg −ModρOp
F

DSh(Y¯n)
D[1]
// DSh(Y¯n)
For the convenience of the following discussions, we will define two more com-
plexes of sheavesK and L as follows: Kρ := Det(E(Γρ))[2m], and Lρ := Det−1(E(Γτ ))[−1]
for a simplex ρ ∈ Y¯n. Thereby,
(3.1.10) E = K−1 ⊗ L
3.1.2. correspondence in cyclic operads context and its deduction from our theorem.
Lazarev and Voronov([LV]) formulated a correspondence between dg duality for
cyclic operad and Verdier duality. We will show that one can recover their result
from our result in this paper. For reader’s convenience we collect their results as
follows:
Assume O is a cyclic operad. Let M0 be the moduli space of metrised stable
graphs of genus 0 (see subsection(3.1.1)). For an orbi-simplex τ ∈ M0, let Γτ be
the corresponding stable graph.
• For a simplex τ ∈ Yn, we define an auxiliary orientation sheaf H¯τ :=
Det−1(H1(Γτ ))[−n]. For each simplex τ ∈ Y¯n/Yn, we set H¯τ = 0. The
resulting sheaf i−1H¯ on Yn will be denoted by H.
• For a simplex τ ∈ Yn, let F¯Oτ be the sheaf associated with O as defined
in 3.1.1 with ρ a trivial cocycle, and for any simplex τ ∈ Y¯n/Yn, we set
F¯Oτ = 0. The complex of sheaves i
−1F¯ on Yn will be denoted FO
then:
Theorem 3.1.3. There is a canonical isomorphism in the derived category of
sheaves on Yn
(3.1.11) DFO ∼= FDO ⊗H[4− 3n]
where DO is the dg dual operad of O.
We now prove that their result follows from ours. First, we give a proof, in the
first time, of a relationship between the dg duality for cyclic operads and Feynman
transform of the same operad regarded as a twisted modular operad. This relation
has been formulated in [GetK2](see formula (5.9)), however, no proof is given there
and, to the best knowledge of the author, in other literatures. A cyclic operad A
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can be regarded as a modular operad A˜ with A˜(g, n) = 0 for g ≥ 1. And let F (A˜) to
be the Feynman transform of A˜ regarded as a twisted modular operad with trivial
cocycle ρ(G) = k. Let Cyc(P) be the genus 0 part of the modular operad P , i.e.
Cyc(P) = P (0, n), n ≥ 0 and DA be the dg-dual operad of A.
Proposition 3.1.4.
(3.1.12) Cyc(F (A˜)) ∼= ΣsDA
Recall that (sP )(g, n) = Σ−2(g−1) ⊗Det−1(kn)⊗ P (g, n) for a modular operad
P and is called suspension of P . When O is a cyclic operad, it corresponds to the
usual notion of suspension defined for cyclic operad (sO)(n) = Σ1−nO(n), under
the usual convention correspondence:
(3.1.13) O(n) = O˜(0, n+ 1)
Proof. By definition(cf.[GetK2]), the left hand side of (3.1.12) is
F (A˜) = · · · → ΣG∈Γ(g,n),|G|=t(ρ(G) ⊗ A˜(G))
∗
⊗
Det(G)
→ ΣG∈Γ(g,n),|G|=t+1(ρ(G) ⊗ A˜(G))
∗
⊗
Det(G)→ · · ·
where the term for |G| = t is of degree −t (as it is the linear dual of the correspond-
ing terms in Kontsevich’s theory of graph complex and homology ([K]), in which
the term for |G| = t is placed in degree t). Thereby, Cyc(F (A˜)) is
Cyc(F (A˜)) = · · · → ΣT∈Γ(0,n),|T |=t(ρ(T )⊗ A˜(T ))
∗
⊗
Det(T )
→ ΣT∈Γ(0,n),|T |=t+1(ρ(T )⊗ A˜(T ))
∗
⊗
Det(T )→ · · ·
Where T ∈ Γ(0, n) is the tree with n leaves. The term for |T | = t, in which the tree
T has the number of internal edges t, is again, in degree −t. On the other side, the
dg-dual of a cyclic operad O is defined in (2.1.17) as follows (cf. [LV],[GinK])
(3.1.14) D(O)(n) = ΣT∈Γ(0,n+1)(T
sO[−1])∗
which means dg-dual operad a cyclic operad is generated by the linear-dual of a
suspension and shifted version of O evaluated over trees. Using the obvious identity
A(T ) ∼= ρ(T ) ⊗ A˜(T ) for any tree T , it is known that(cf.[GinK]), the expand of
D(A)(n) is
· · · → ΣT∈Γ(0,n+1),|T |=t(ρ(T )⊗ A˜(T ))
∗
⊗
(Det(T )⊗DET (T ))
→ ΣT∈Γ(0,n+1),|T |=t+1(ρ(T )⊗ A˜(T ))
∗
⊗
(Det(T )⊗DET (T ))→ · · ·
where DET (T ) is defined as DET (T ) := Det(kin(T )), a one-dimensional vector
space concentrated in degree 1− |in(T )|, where in(T ) is the set of input half edges.
Thus the cardinality of in(T ) is n for T ∈ Γ(0, n+1). And the degree for the term
at |T | = t is thus −t + n − 2. To make the convention consistent, we adopt the
modular operad convention for the n-th component of both operads. Thereby, the
corresponding degree on the right side of (3.1.14) for the term at |T | = t is actually
−t+n− 3 now, which, immediately proves the lemma, as one can see from the fact
ΣsP (0, n) ∼= ΣDet−1(kn)[−2]⊗P (0, n) which cancels out the corresponding terms
on the right hand side of (3.1.14). 
We can now prove that (3.1.11) is a special case of the main theorem (3.1.2).
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Proposition 3.1.5. (3.1.11) can be derived from (3.1.2) by regrading the cyclic
operad A as a modular operad A˜.
Since we are working with twisted modular operads and cyclic operads these
two contexts, to emphasize their differences, we will use FO and FP to denote the
complex of sheaves associated with cyclic operads and twisted modular operads,
respectively.
Proof. By our main theorem (3.1.2)
(3.1.15) F
F (A˜)
P ⊗ E
∼= DF A˜P
Since F (A˜)(g, n) is the tensor product of A˜ over graphs of genus g and half edges
n, g is the sum of the genus of all the factors. As A˜ is only non-zero at genus 0, we get
that it is so for F (A˜). Henceforth, we have F (A˜)(0, n) ∼= Cyc(F (A˜)). Furthermore,
let M0 denote the subset(not a sub-simplicial complex due to contracting loops
yields genus 1 graphs) of M corresponding to stable trees, and let F
Cyc(F (A˜))
P be
the complex of sheaves on M defined firstly on Yn according to the rule (19) and
then be extended by 0 to Y¯n. This is the same rule with the one defined for cyclic
operads above, except that now it is in twisted modular operads context rather
than cyclic operads context. Then it is isomorphic to the left hand side of (3.1.15).
Formulating this mathematically:
(3.1.16) i!i
−1F
F (A˜)
P
∼= F
Cyc(F (A˜))
P .
As F (A˜) is modular-R operad, where R is the dualizing cocycle, for each simplex
ρ ∈ Yn,FP
Cyc(F (A˜))
ρ = (Det(E(Γρ))[2m|E(Γρ)|] ⊗ Cyc(F (A˜))((Γ)))
∨, where m =
|E(Γρ)|, and for FO, it is FO
ΣsDA
ρ = (ΣsDA((Γρ)))
∨. We let the complex of
sheaves K defined as K := Det(E(Γρ))[2m], then by (3.1.12),
(3.1.17) FΣsDAO ⊗K
∼= F
Cyc(F (A˜))
P
On the right-hand side of (3.1.2), it is also that
(3.1.18) i!i
−1DF A˜P
∼= DFAO
on Y¯n. In fact, DF A˜P
∼= DFAO , as A˜(0,m) = A(m) and A˜(g,m) = 0 for m ≥ 1.
Now from (3.1.2) and all the isomorphisms of different complexes of sheaves
established above, we have:
FΣsDAO ⊗K ⊗ E
∼= F
Cyc(F (A˜))
P ⊗ E(3.1.19)
∼= i!i
−1F
F (A˜)
P ⊗ E(3.1.20)
∼= i!i
−1DF A˜P(3.1.21)
∼= DFAO(3.1.22)
Let us identify FΣsDAO . Note that it is isomorphic to
(3.1.23) FΣsO ⊗F
A
O
Let us calculate the first factor of (3.1.23), the inverse of which is exactly com-
puted in [LV]. First,
(3.1.24) FΣsO = F
s[−3]
O
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For any stable graph Γ corresponding to a simplex ρ
FO
s[−3]
ρ = (s[−3]((Γ)))
∨(3.1.25)
=
⊗
v∈V (Γ)
Det−1(H(v))[−3](3.1.26)
To compute (3.1.26), we follow the arguments in [LV] which calculates the inverse
of it
⊗
v∈V (Γ)
Det(H(v))[3] ∼= Det−3(V (Γ)) ⊗
⊗
v∈V (Γ)
Det(H(v))
∼= Det−1(V (Γ))[2v(Γ)] ⊗
⊗
v∈V (Γ)
Det(H(v))
where v(Γ) = |V (Γ)|. Note that the set
∏
v∈V (Γ)H(v) is naturally isomorphic to
the set
∏
e∈E(Γ)H(e), where H(e) is the set of (two) half edges making up an edge
e, as both sets count the set of half-edgesH(Γ) of the graph, the former by grouping
the set of half-edges by vertices, the latter by edges. By passing to determinants,
we obtain
(3.1.27)
⊗
v∈V (Γ)
Det(H(v))[3] ∼= Det−1(V (Γ))[2v(Γ)]⊗
⊗
e∈E(Γ)
Det(H(e))
Note that the exact sequence
(3.1.28) 0→ H1(Γ)→ C1(Γ)→ C0(Γ)→ H0(Γ)→ 0
yields a canonical isomorphism
(3.1.29) DetH0(Γ)⊗Det
−1H1(Γ) ∼= C0(Γ)⊗Det
−1C1(Γ)
Further, we have the following natural isomorphisms:
DetC0(Γ) ∼= DetV (Γ)(3.1.30)
DetC1(Γ) ∼=
⊗
e∈E(Γ)
Det(H(e))[1](3.1.31)
∼= Det−1E(Γ)⊗
⊗
e∈E(Γ)
DetH(e)(3.1.32)
Det(H0(Γ)) ∼= k[−1](3.1.33)
We conclude that the last expression in (3.1.27) is isomorphic to
Det(E(Γ))⊗Det(H1(Γ))⊗Det
−1(H0(Γ))[2v(Γ)](3.1.34)
∼= Det−1(E(Γ)) ⊗Det(H1(Γ))⊗Det
−1(H0(Γ))[2v(Γ) − e(Γ))](3.1.35)
This result immediately implies that we have an isomorphism of complexes of
sheaves
(3.1.36) H ∼= FΣsO ⊗ L
According to the relations between these sheaves (3.1.10) and (3.1.23), one can put
(3.1.36) in the left hand side of (3.1.19), directly resulting in
(3.1.37) FDAO ⊗H
∼= DFAO
and completing the proof.
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
3.2. Applications. One of the most important properties of Feynman transform
is that it is a homotopy functor and has a homotopy inverse. The original proof
([GetK2]) of this property is relatively long and complicated (cf. theorem(5.3),
(5.4) in [GetK2]). We demonstrate an application of our theorem by proving this
homotopy property of Feynman transform in a quite simple way.
Theorem 3.2.1. If P is a modular ρ-operad, and Fρ is Feynman transform functor,
then
(1) Fρ is a homotopy functor: if f : A → B is a weak equivalence of modular
ρ-operads (that is, it induces an isomorphism in homology), then so is
Fρf : FρB → FρA.
(2) Assume P(g, n) is finite dimensional in each degree, then the canonical map
τ : Fρ∨FρP → P is a weak equivalence.
Proof. Using main theorem (3.1.1), the proof of 1 is straightforward. Let ∗g,n
be the graph of genus g, n half-edges and no edges. By our construction and
remark 3.1.2 on the naturality of the correspondence, the weak equivalence f induce
a weak equivalence between FAρ |∗g,n and F
B
ρ |∗g,n(in fact, by Kunneth formula,
evaluating on all stable graphs in Y¯n results in an isomorphism between FAρ and
FBρ in the derived category of sheaves), then the Verdier duality also induce a weak
equivalence between DFAρ |∗g,n and DF
B
ρ |∗g,n(isomorphisms in a derived category
are weak equivalences), which, by our construction, is exactly Fρf restricted on the
(g, n) component, so Fρf is a weak equivalence.
Throughout the proof of 2, we need the following simple lemma:
Lemma 3.2.2. Let V and W be chain complexes (both homological or cohomo-
logical) having finite dimension in each degree, and f : V → W be a weak equiv-
alence between V and W , then the induced dual map f∨ : W∨ → V ∨, defined by
f∨(w∗)(v∗) = w∗(f(v)) for any w ∈ W, v ∈ V and their duals w∗ ∈ W∨, v∗ ∈ V ∨,
is a weak equivalence between W∨ and V ∨.
One can deduce this lemma from the following fact: if C is a chain complex (with-
out loss of generality, we assume it is a homological complex) · · · → vi+1 → vi →
vi−1 → · · · , then there is a natural isomorphism between homology (Hi(C, k))∨ and
Hi(C∨, k), since then from the finite dimension property of V andW we know that
Hi(V, k) andHi(W,k) are finite dimensional for each i ≥ 0, and then by the natural-
ity of the functor and elementary linear algebra, it is immediately that the induced
dual map Hi(W∨, k)→ Hi(V ∨, k) is an isomorphism, thereby f∨ :W∨ → V ∨ is a
weak equivalence. Since the proof of this fact is straightforward, we will leave it to
the readers.
As P is a modular ρ-operad, E = FρP is a modular ρ
∨-modular operad, therefore
by the main theorem (3.1.1), we have
(3.2.1) FFρ∨FρP = FFρ∨E ∼= DFE [1] = FFρP [−1][1] ∼= DDFP
As FQ is a constructible sheaf for any twisted modular operad Q by our construc-
tion, by Verdier duality (2.2.3), we have:
(3.2.2) DDFP ∼= FP .
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Therefore, in the derived category of sheaves on Y¯n,
(3.2.3) FFρ∨FρP ∼= FP
Let f : FFρ∨FρP ∼= FP be any such isomorphism in the derived category of sheaves
on Y¯n, since an isomorphism in derived categories is the one which induces an iso-
morphism in cohomology of all degrees, f induces an isomorphism on all cohomology
of the sheaves(note that this is the sheaf formed by cohomological complexes of dg-
vector spaces in which the sheaf takes values, rather than the sheaf cohomology).
Again, ∗g,n is the graph of genus g, n half-edges and no edges, this is the ”fundamen-
tal building block” that generates FρP . The evaluation of F
Fρ∨FρP ,FP on the cor-
responding simplex σg,n of ∗g,n is (Fρ∨FρP(g, Leg(∗g,n)))∨ and (P(g, Leg(∗g,n)))∨,
respectively. As f induces the isomorphism between the cohomology of the sheaves,
it is a weak equivalence f |σg,n : (Fρ∨FρP(g, Leg(∗g,n)))
∨ → (P(g, Leg(∗g,n)))∨. It
is known that if V is a chain complex over a field k which has finite dimension in each
degree, then V ∨∨ ∼= V , and if h : V →W is a weak equivalence for such chain com-
plex V and W , then we have an induced weak equivalence h∨ : V ∨ →W∨(neither
statement is true if V or W is not finite dimensional in some degree). Thus, un-
der the hypothesis that P(g, n) is finite dimensional in each degree, f also induces
the weak equivalence g : Fρ∨FρP(g, Leg(∗g,n))→ P(g, Leg(∗g,n)). In particular, f
induces a weak equivalence
(3.2.4) Fρ∨FρP(g, n)→ P(g, n)
Having done all the above, it remains to show that the weak equivalence (3.2.4)
induces by f is indeed a morphism of modular ρ-operads. This is implied by the
fact that the restriction map of the associated sheaves is defined to be the dual of
the structure map of the twisted modular operads. 
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